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PROBLEM



The main problem we identified when doing our research on VNPA and the target audience

was communication. VNPA have great initiatives and programs organised which seem to fit

into our dark green audience – therefore, why aren’t they getting involved? We believe the

communication channels the VNPA are using need to be improved in order to gain more audience engagement.

As VNPA is mostly funded by donations the budget to fund an execution/idea is small. Therefore we need to look at cost eﬀective communication channels. This is where social media will

play a crucial role in our campaign. The VNPA’s profile right now seems a bit dated. We want to

shed some light onto who the VNPA is and show people what they do. We know our target

audience people would love to get involved in the company, but they haven’t heard of the

VNPA, so we aim to give the VNPA a face that our audience can associate with the brand.



CAMPAIGN



Our campaign is called the ‘Family of Legends’. This idea will capture our dark green audience and allow them to feel proud and connected to the VNPA.

The first aspect of this campaign is the nominations- this is where people will nominate a

family who they believe are displaying the values of VNPA. This means they are helping

protect and conserve Victoria’s nature. We believe this is a personal touch the VNPA needs,

it allows people to talk and connect with the VNPA on their own level.

People love being ‘patted on the back’ for doing a good act, this is the impact we are

trying to have. To encourage people to conserve Victoria’s nature and to feel proud and

acknowledged for doing it.



SOCIAL MEDIA

It will be a social media based campaign, with potential to move into other mediums like

radio and TV. It will do this through a process of ‘nominations. Members of the public will

nominate a family who they believe are displaying the values of VNPA, i.e a family that

help protect and conserve Victoria’s nature.

This could be a simple act of a family attending a tree planting program or doing a bush

walk to check on progress of local wildflowers. We believe this is a personal touch the

VNPA needs, it allows people to talk and connect with the VNPA on their own level.

To nominate a family is easy- all one needs is Facebook or Instagram. Both of these programs are free and are used widely across the world. Each person who uploads an image

of who they nominate as a ‘Family of Legends’ can write their own personal post to go

with the image. The blurb would highlight what the family has done to deserve the nomination of being a family of legends, as well as this it will ‘tag’ a member of the family to

alert them to the fact they have been nominated and thus need to nominate another

family.



#FamilyofLegends #NatureConservation #VNPA

Our primary social media platforms will be Facebook and

Instagram.

Hashtags are incredibly important

as they acts as a link to more

relevant media. For example we

would have the hashtag #VNPA

throughout our campaign. This

way, all of the posts with #VNPA

can be viewed at once through a

search for the hashtag.



Thanks for our nomination Carol family! We would

like to #nominate the Yelland family as a #familyoflegends for

their work on monitoring the grass trees in the Brisbane

Ranges National park! Go Yelland Fam! #VNPA #Victoria



It will mean that if a member of

our target audience wants to know

more about the VNPA they can

conduct a simple search via their

own accessible channels and get

relevant results.



Thanks for the #nomination Smith Family! We

would like to nominate the Copper family as a #familyoflegends for their great work around Anglesea on conserving the

local wildflowers! #VNPA #Victoria #Natureconservation



#Nomination for the Smith Family and their great

work in the Barmah National Park over the weekend! Their

texting of the Murray River water will help us back in the lab

#familyoflegends #VNPA #Victorianature #gothesmiths



Social Media Timeline



Please note this timeline is subject to change. We understand that some steps of the

campaign may not be accounted for in this timeline due to its unpredictability.



Example: Ice Bucket Challange

The purpose of this idea is to create conversation

around and awareness of the VNPA. We aim for

this campaign to go viral, similar to the nature of

the ALS Ice Bucket Challenge. We want to encourage people to conserve Victoria’s nature and to

acknowledge those already do. Ultimately, in nominating families and bringing pictures of these

families into our audience’s eye we won’t just be

telling our audience who the VNPA are, we will be

showing them



PROMOTION

We have three primary methods planned out to promote the Family of Legends

initiative that we are confident will increase engagement with our target audience. These methods span across a variety of mediums to reach the widest possible audience.

The first (and perhaps the most important) method in which we will be promoting the

initiative is through the VNPA facebook page. We’ll be creating a cover photo advertising Family of Legends so it is the first thing a person sees when they arrive on the page.

This will be complemented by further facebook posts (strategically timed) throughout

the duration of the campaign. Everyone uses facebook and every time a person likes a

post, it pops up in the news feeds of their contacts.

The second way we are promoting the Family of Legends initiative is through the use of

ambassadors. One of the major ways the ambassadors would be contributing to the

campaign is through scheduled social media posts (predominantly instagram and

facebook as they are the channels our target audience are more familiar with), and

through doing a nomination themselves to show how its done and encourage their

following to engage/participate. The ambassadors will also be encouraged to promote

the campaign via other channels they have at their disposal eg radio and TV.

The third and final way we will be promoting the competition is through electronic

direct mail (eDM) sent to all people on the VNPA membership database explaining the

what the initiative is, why we are doing it and how they are able to get involved and get

the ball rolling. This method may be particularly eﬀective in getting older VNPA members on board with the campaign as they are less likely to be heavily involved with social

media, but may see the email and think of grandchildren/ family they want to nominate/ let know about the campaign.



Ambassadors

To action the campaign, we want to select a series of ambassador to represent the

VNPA. People are far more likely to trust and identify with an organisation that a familiar face has endorsed. A celebrity profile also allows our reach to go even beyond the

dark green audience which is exciting, it will also means that the ambassadors communication channels can be utilised rather than being limited to the VNPA’s own channels.

We have picked three celebrities who we believe will work for the VNPA: Sarah Jane

Young, Hamish Blake and Abby Gilmore.



Contact Approach: Email

SUBJECT: Can you give us a hand at the VNPA?

To (Potential Ambassador/Manager/Publicist)

My name is ____ and I’m writing to you from the Victorian National Parks Association (or VNPA) because

we need your help. Although we are working incredibly hard to protect Victoria’s unique natural environment and biodiversity, we are having trouble engaging a larger audience of families to join our cause.

And that’s where we think you can help us! At the moment we are working on a social media campaign

called ‘Family of Legends’ to celebrate families who engage in Victoria’s great parks. By using the hashtag

#familyoflegends we hope to encourage others to embrace Victoria’s outdoors and join in the conversation

about conservation.

We believe you share our passion for the environment and we think your community of followers would

also be interested in our cause. Your support in the campaign would be an incredible help to our organisation and the protection of Victoria’s parks.

The VNPA is an independent, non-profit, membership-based group that exists to protect Victoria’s parks

through strategic campaigning, educational programs, policy making and outdoor programs that promote

the care and enjoyment of Victoria’s natural heritage.

We would be extremely grateful for the opportunity to work with you and have you on board as an ambassador of the VNPA and the ‘Family of Legends’ campaign. What may seem like a small contribution from

you would mean the world to us.

Please feel free to contact us with any questions. If you think this campaign is not right for you but you’d

like to get involved in other ways, please don't hesitate to contact us.

We look forward to hearing from you,

Kind Regards,

_______ at VNPA



Facebook Banner



#FamilyofLegends



#Nomination for the Smith Family and their great

work in the Barmah National Park over the weekend! Their

texting of the Murray River water will help us back in the lab

#familyoflegends #VNPA #Victorianature #gothesmiths



#FamilyofLegends



#Nomination for the Smith Family and their great

work in the Barmah National Park over the weekend! Their

texting of the Murray River water will help us back in the lab

#familyoflegends #VNPA #Victorianature #gothesmiths



Facebook Content

Check out @hamishblake and his family of legends

getting outdoors for a good cause! Nominate a family of

legends that you know and remember to include

#VNPA #familyoflegends



Thanks for the nomination @johnsmith, I'd like to nominate

@sarahhenderson and her #familyoflegends, your hiking trip to the

Grampians looked amazing! #grampians #VNPA
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